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Abstract

Breast cancer is possibly the deadliest illness in the world and the risks are gradually increas-
ing. One out of eight women has the chance to be detected with breast cancer in their
lifetime. The utmost cause for the higher fatality rates is the prolonged prognosis for the
detection of breast cancer. The focus of this study is therefore to develop a better fuzzy
expert system for the detection of breast cancer using decision tree analysis for deriving the
rule base. For this classification problem, the input features of the dataset are converted
into human-understandable terms-linguistic variables. The Mamdani Fuzzy Rule-Based
system is deployed as the main inference engine and the centroid method for the defuzzi-
fication process to convert the final fuzzy score into class labels- benign (not cancerous)
or malignant (cancerous). A decision tree algorithm is applied the creating a novel set of
27 fuzzy rules which are fed into FRBS. The investigation is performed on the publicly
available Wisconsin Breast Cancer Dataset. The accuracy obtained by the proposed system
is about 97%, recall is 99.58% and precision is about 93%. The experiments on this dataset
yield higher performance as compared to the state-of-the-art dataset.

1 INTRODUCTION

Breast Cancer is one of the most extensively seen diseases
among women and one of the pervasive variables behind signif-
icant deaths among them all over the world. In 2020, there were
2.3 million women diagnosed with breast cancer and 685,000
deaths globally [1]. Around 9.6 million people have died because
of prolonged-stage cancer in 2019. A survey conducted in 2019
provided an estimated 2,68,600 newly diagnosed cases of breast
cancer among which 41,760 deaths of females were reported
(Siegel et al., [2]). Mammography and histopathology are two
major and traditional frameworks for executing screening tests
for breast cancer. The confidence score of mammograms can
deflect from the truly positive results and therefore it cannot be
a trustworthy tool in particularly many cases to determine the
disease in a big way. A false-negative mammogram can at times
literally look normal even though there exists positive breast
cancer. Similarly, false-positive mammograms really look abnor-
mal even if there are no chances for positive breast cancer [3].
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Subsequently, it is essential to devise machine learning and data
mining procedures to make an adequate system for early phase
accurate diagnosis of breast cancer malignancy and the need for
proper cure methods.

Modern expert knowledge systems and machine learning
techniques can be taken into consideration to develop new and
faster detection systems. Fuzzy expert systems are applied to
those real-world problems whose decision-making process is
complex and require human-like thinking to either solve the
problem with one of the attributes [4]. This is the reason they
are also known as ELSE-IF models. The prediction value falls
between 0 and 1 and classifies based on attributes collected from
the database. On the other hand, machine learning methods are
based on the training of the model with the help of incremen-
tal learning and dataset variation. Fuzzy rule-based models are
successful in many classification problems- Sentiment Analysis
[5], Speech Emotion Recognition [6, 7], Big Data classification
[8], and heart disease [9, 10]. There are many machine learning
models [11] available to detect cancer of several types like Naive
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2 VASHISHTHA ET AL.

Bayes [12, 13], Support Vector Machine (SVM) [14, 15], Least
square- SVM [16], K-nearest neighbours [17, 18], Decision Tree
[19, 20], Convolution Neural networks [21, 22] etc. Data mining
techniques are efficient in predicting breast cancer recurrence
[23] with the assistance of integrating the classifying algorithms
and feature selection algorithms.

1.1 Motivation and main contributions

The primary motivation of this paper is to classify (whether
Benign or Malignant) and detect breast cancer patients by
applying a model consisting of the fuzzy rule-based system
(FRBS) and decision tree. As a troubleshooting tool, fuzzy
systems theory is a formal approach that seeks to address mod-
elling, representation, reasoning, and erroneous information
procedures.

The main contributions of this paper are:

(i) Development of a fuzzy model by deploying a Mamdani
fuzzy rule-based inference engine for fuzzification of input
features of breast cancer.

(ii) Application of decision tree algorithm for the creation of
fuzzy rule base of FRBS.

(iii) Development of a novel set of 27 fuzzy rules, identified by
a decision tree, for classifying whether the given sample is
benign (not cancerous) or malignant (cancerous) and

(iv) Comparison of the proposed fuzzy rule-based approach
for breast cancer detection with six state-of-the-art meth-
ods.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
describes the state-of-the-art breast cancer classification, while
our proposed fuzzy rule-based system and implementation are
presented in Section 3. Section 4 is about the experimental setup
and results. The overall conclusions and future work are drawn
in Section 5.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

Expert systems are technologically promising and advanced
heuristic rule-based systems can be used for accurate prediction
and diagnosing diseases such as diabetes [24]. The performance
of the expert systems may be improved with the help of several
optimization techniques. Data clustering methods like expec-
tation maximization are effective to achieve higher accuracies
with the dataset. Ghasemzadeh et al. [25] have addressed the
issues on the traditional monitoring and diagnosis methods that
include following out repeated biopsies to find the tumour cells
further which can lead to a significant loss in breast tissues. To
avoid such circumstances, the authors have proposed another
method in which they fetched the feature vector corresponding
to each mammogram with the help of the Gabor wavelet
transform and then carried out tenfold cross-validation that
fetched them the accuracies above 0.939. The method is simple
and easy to implement on varied datasets. Nilashi et al. [26] used

Expectation Maximization (EM) for clustering and PCA to
decrease the element of information and multicollinearity issues.
The classification accuracy achieved was 93.2% and 94.1% for
WBCD and Mammographic Mass Dataset respectively. Differ-
ent classification algorithms may work in a different manner
on the dataset as depicted by [27], highlighting the comparative
performance of different classification algorithms and cluster-
ing on the dataset. The classification algorithms outperform the
clustering algorithm in the experiment. The results indicate that
using the Support Vector Machine and Decision Tree (C5.0)
was the finest prediction model with 81% accuracy and fuzzy
c-means yielded the lowest accuracy of about 37% among all
the algorithms included in the study. The accuracy obtained
by EM was most promising and was about 68%. There exist
many classification algorithms which can be effectively applied
to many real-world problems, [28] portrayed that few neural
organization structures were tried both on the Shiraz Namazi
Hospital breast Wisconsin breast cancer data (WBCD) and
cancer data (NHBCD). Dimension reduction of the inputs has
been done by PCA (Principal Component Analysis). The study
revealed that PNN and RBF were the best classifiers. The best
classification accuracy is given by PNN. Since the accuracy is
limited only on the test dataset of WBCD, we cannot say that
these classification structures can show similar accuracy and
predictions on large datasets.

There are also some studies that tried to come up with dif-
ferent solutions. Next, we discuss some individual studies, to
get clarity about the various methods to date and those we have
come across.

The development of a system for the prognosis and diag-
nosis of breast cancer using a Learning Vector Quantization
(LVQ) is given by Janghel et al. [29]. The study’s trials are
restricted to a single dataset with limited features. After that,
Zheng et al. [30] proposed a hybrid method of K-means clus-
tering algorithms and SVM, called K-SVM. It is used to extract
the hidden patterns of the benign and malignant tumours inde-
pendently and differentiate using the SVM classifier, but the
approach used is applied only to the dataset with no missing
values. Bhardwaj and Tiwari [31] proposed a new algorithm, a
Genetically Optimized Neural Network (GONN). It is applied
to only numeric data and 2-class problems. It was required to
be adaptive for multi-class classification as breast cancer has
many attributes. In 2016, Far [32] designed a combination of
neural networks and genetic algorithms but due to a lack of
proof, the predictive accuracy needed to be improved on the
high-dimensional dataset. Since Mammograms got into talk,
Ghasemzadeh et al. [25] gave Breast Cancer Detection based
on the Gabor wavelet transform (BCDGWT). Gabor wavelet
transform gives enhanced extracted features from mammo-
grams. But the limitation was that Gabor wavelets do not have
a zero mean and therefore do not span the frequency domain
uniformly.

Wang et al. [33] developed a computer-aided diagnostic
(CAD) method for diagnosing benign and malignant breast
masses based on feature fusion with Convolutional Neural Net-
work (CNN). It has a relatively slow evaluation speed, which
is a disadvantage for complex datasets such as breast masses.
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VASHISHTHA ET AL. 3

Chiu et al. [34] presented a new processing approach in 2020
that combined Principal Component Analysis (PCA) for dimen-
sion reduction, Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) for character
extraction, and classifier development utilising transfer learn-
ing (TL) and support vector machine (SVM). However, the
trained neural network fails to respond when new data is input
during the MLP network training framework, causing the train-
ing time to grow as the data set is increased. It does not
work with continuous data streams. In the same year, Zhang
et al. [35] proposed the LDA-Ada technique, which combines
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and a supervised autoen-
coder. Although several improvements to the training phase and
network architecture have been proposed in response to the
difficulties caused by the increasing potential and complexity
of models, adequate training still requires a significant vol-
ume of data, which is not available for most medically focused
applications.

Recently, Assegie [36] proposed using a grid search to dis-
cover the ideal hyperparameter and an optimized K-Nearest
Neighbor (KNN) to build a breast cancer detection model. Grid
Search Cross-Validation is a computationally intensive strat-
egy. Grid Search CV becomes more complex as the number
of parameters in the param grid increases. As a result, the
Grid Search CV method is not appropriate for large datasets.
Abbas et al. [37] also introduced a unique strategy for detect-
ing breast cancer tumours based on an Extremely Randomized
Tree (ERT) and Whale Optimization Algorithm (WOA). The
WOA approach has several shortcomings, including low solu-
tion accuracy and sluggish convergence. As the dataset grows,
it becomes easier to settle for a local optimum solution, which
may be computationally expensive. Table 1 summarizes existing
approaches to detect breast cancer.

Another comparative study based on different machine learn-
ing structures showed a framework for prognosis, prediction
of breast cancer, and diagnosis using Artificial Neural Net-
work (ANN) models [29]. Four different prototypes of neural
networks namely Back Propagation Algorithm, Radial Basis
Function Networks, Competitive Learning Network, Learn-
ing, and Vector Quantization were implemented among which
promising results were shown by Learning Vector Quantization.
An SVM classifier having a rough set (RS) was suggested by [39].
RS minimization algorithm was utilized for feature selection and
to eliminate excess features. A collection of five instructive fea-
tures was identified by the RS minimization algorithm. Liu et al.
[40] depicted a very interesting experiment with CNN in which
they modified the model to gain the same efficiency as with
unstructured data. The authors have used the similar Wisconsin
Breast Cancer Database (WBCD) which consists of organized
datasets arranged according to cytological attributes. They mod-
ified the CNN to be used in the form of an encoder or an
approximator with the help of an FCLF-CNN (fully connected
layer first CNN) with the completely associated layers implanted
before the principal layer of CNN. This ensemble form proved
to be far superior to unadulterated multi-layer perceptron and
unadulterated CNN. Another model based on the LS-SVM was
utilized for the detection of breast cancer which achieved a
classification accuracy of 98.53% (Polat and Günes, [16]). A

special study investigated a different dataset from the Mam-
mography Image Analysis Society (MIAS) consisting of wavelet
transform for feature selection and enhancement of figures [41].
For the classification process, ANFIS (Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy
Inference System) algorithm was selected. The study concluded
with the fact that the classification rate for those cases consisting
of microcalcification archives the finest efficiency for attributes
extracted out of 2–3 levels since its small level of the wavelet
decomposition. A similar approach was used by [42], which used
the ANFIS technique. The model proposed during the study
can be integrated with Computer-Aided Diagnosis (CAD) for
detection decision-making. The model showed promising accu-
racy of 98.25%. Hybrid machine learning models for diagnosis
may also show faster results with an accuracy of 99.14% [43].
Gauss–Newton-based approach has also shown a considerable
level of classification to find optimal weights for training sam-
ples. It was seen that the proposed technique accomplished the
most noteworthy order correctness of 98.54% on 50–50 separa-
tions, and 99.27% on 60–40 partitions for training and test sets
separately [44].

One of the significant comparative analyses done by [45] con-
sists of testing different types of breast cancer datasets with
a specific set of prediction techniques, including 11 machine
learning algorithms, 3 ensemble techniques, and 5 deep learn-
ing approaches for cancerous cell prediction. In the machine
learning category, support vector machines (SVM) have shown
a better accuracy over others with a score of 97.9% in most of
the scenarios. Naive Bayes (NB) and KNN have also crossed
the accuracies of the J48 decision tree. The authors addressed
the issues in the imbalanced nature of the breast cancer dataset
and the inequality of positive and negative data for data aug-
mentation. The Multilayer Perceptron Network has the major
benefit of not making assumptions based on probabilistic den-
sity functions and has also been demonstrated to be a successful
method in extracting the major characteristics of breast can-
cer malignancy. This has been depicted by [35] in which the
authors applied principal component analysis over the dataset
to reduce the dimensionality by one factor and identify valuable
parts. MLP helped in retrieving the high dimensional informa-
tion and afterwards developing low dimensional information
parts. The model passed through a 10-fold cross-validation over
50 times utilizing the dataset of Manuel Gomes from the Uni-
versity Hospital Center of Coimbra, with a precision of 86.97%.
Image segmentation and noise reduction techniques can detect
the lesions and cancerous regions in the mammogram image.
In the journal published by [46], the authors employed opti-
mal image segmentation above a CNN, an optimized feature
selection, and a grasshopper optimization algorithm. The selec-
tion of the dataset was from Mammographic Image Analysis
Society Digital Mammogram Database and Digital Database
for Screening Mammography and the outputs were compre-
hensive with improvements in precision and less computational
costs. The final score was 96% sensitivity and 97% NPV. But
the issue is images are concerned with the number of views
considered for the prediction process. More number of views
of a single image can help to learn more about related can-
cer. Such research is conducted by [47], who have developed
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4 VASHISHTHA ET AL.

TABLE 1 Tabulated comparison of the existing approaches to detect breast cancer.

Author Year Objective

Proposed

framework/model Results and merits Research gaps

Janghel et al.
[29]

2010 Development of a system for
prognosis and diagnosis of breast
cancer using an ANN model.

Learning Vector
Quantization (LVQ)

∙ Reported Accuracy:
95.82%

∙ Simpler to understand
prototypes for experts in
the relevant application
domain.

∙ The experiment was limited to a
single dataset with limited
attributes.

∙ Better attributes are required
for boosting the diagnosis
accuracy as it will provide more
inter-class separation in the
feature class.

Zheng et al.
[30]

2013 Proposed a hybrid method of
K-means clustering algorithms
and SVM, called as K-SVM. It is
used to extract the hidden
patterns of the benign and
malignant tumours independently
and differentiate them using the
SVM classifier.

K-SVM (K-means and
support vector
machine)

∙ K-SVM does not require
feature selection during
the training and validation
phases

∙ K-SVM minimizes the
input scale by translating
the original data into a
new format.

∙ The approach is applied only to
the dataset with no missing
values and it is a complete
dataset. But this is an ideal case
scenario.

∙ Practical scenarios can increase
the computation time of
K-SVM as SVM cannot be
applied to complex and large
datasets.

Bhardwaj and
Tiwari [31]

2015 Proposed a new algorithm to
perform binary classification on
breast cancer dataset

Genetically Optimized
Neural Network
(GONN)

∙ Better results with split
cross-validation.

∙ Attained 99.26% for the
10th set.

∙ The proposed algorithm is
applied to only numeric data
and 2-class problems. It needs
to be adaptive for multi-class
classification as breast cancer
has many attributes.

∙ Feature extraction can be
improved to make it a real-time
detection application.

Far [32] 2016 Design an automatic diagnosis
system for detecting breast cancer
based on the combination of
neural network and genetic
algorithms

Combination of neural
network and genetic
algorithm

∙ The suggested approach
may be utilized to create
efficient automatic breast
cancer diagnosis systems
with a classification
accuracy of roughly 98%.

∙ No improvement in the
effectiveness of the combined
approach.

∙ The predictive accuracy needs
to be improved on the
high-dimensional dataset.

Ghasemzadeh
et al. [25]

2018 An effective method to detect
masses in mammograms and
classify the breast cancer-prone
mammogram

Breast cancer
Detection based on
Gabor wavelet
transform
(BCDGWT)

∙ Gabor wavelet transform
gives enhanced extracted
features from
mammograms. There is
no need for segmentation.

∙ Gabor wavelets do not have a
zero mean and therefore do not
span the frequency domain
uniformly.

∙ These flaws may result in
incorrect extraction of relevant
texture characteristics Chao [33]

Wang et al. [34] 2019 Proposed a computer-aided
diagnosis (CAD) system based on
feature fusion with Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) for
classifying benign and malignant
breast masses

CAD system
comprising a
combination of
CNN and
Unsupervised
Extreme Learning
Machine (US-ELM)
clustering.
Construction of
feature set using a
fusion of multiple
features.

∙ It combines the subjective
and objective features at
the same time, which was
not present in traditional
CAD systems.

∙ ELM classifier works
better on
multi-dimensional feature
classification.

∙ ELM might be faster to train,
but they cannot encode more
than 1 layer of abstraction.

∙ It has a very slow evaluation
speed which is a drawback for a
complex dataset like that of
breast masses.

Chiu et al. [35] 2020 Proposed a new processing method
using a combination of Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) for
reducing the dimension,
Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) for
characteristics extraction and
construction of classifier using
transfer learning (TL) and support
vector machine (SVM)

Combination of
multiple processing
techniques like PCA,
TL, MLP and SVM

∙ It can be applied to a high
dimensional dataset and
the t-test shows that the
combination of PCA and
MLP model proves to be
superior with an accuracy
of 86.97%.

∙ The trained neural network fails
to adjust itself when new data is
input during the MLP network
training framework which
extends the training time when
the data set is increased.

∙ It is incompatible with
continuous data streams.

(Continues)
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VASHISHTHA ET AL. 5

TABLE 1 (Continued)

Author Year Objective

Proposed

framework/model Results and merits Research gaps

Zhang et al.
[36]

2020 Proposed an advanced ensemble
classification technique based on a
combination of supervised and
unsupervised deep learning (DL)
algorithms for assessing the
clinical outcome of breast cancer

A combination of
Linear Discriminant
Analysis (LDA) and
supervised
autoencoder;
LDA-Ada approach.

∙ With the deep learning
approach, the model gets
an overall accuracy of
98.27%.

∙ The methodology has a
high degree of
generalization.

∙ A substantial volume of data
requires to be provided with
adequate training, which is not
available for most medically
focused applications.

Assegie [37] 2021 Suggested a grid search to find the
optimal hyperparameter and an
optimized K-Nearest Neighbor
(KNN) to construct a breast
cancer detection model.

Optimized KNN with
grid search-based
optimal
hyperparameter

∙ Reported accuracy of
94.35% with the help of
grid search tuned
hyperparameter.

∙ It is a simple and effective
approach.

∙ Computationally expensive
approach.

∙ The difficulty of Grid Search
CV grows as the number of
parameters in the param grid
grows. As a result, the Grid
Search CV approach is not
suitable for huge datasets.

Abbas et al.
[38]

2021 Proposed a novel approach based on
Extremely Randomized Tree
(ERT) and Whale Optimization
Algorithm (WOA) to detect breast
cancer tumours

Breast Cancer
Detection using
Whale and
Extremely
BCD-WERT

∙ The model significantly
performs better in feature
selection as the WOA
reduced the dimensions
substantially.

∙ The model achieved an
accuracy of 99.30% on
the WBCD dataset.

∙ Low solution accuracy and
slower convergence.

∙ As the dataset expands in size, it
becomes easier to fall into a
local optimum solution, which
might be computationally
costly.

a four-view classification of mammograms to implement an
MVFF (Multi-View Feature Fusion) based CADx system. It was
a successful model that proved a higher performance when the
views of the mammogram were increased. mammograms. After
the comparison, their MVFF-based system outperformed the
single-view-based system that was being used for mammogram
classification. The value of the ROC curve (AUC) has been
0.932 for malignant and 0.84 for benign, which is greater than
the single-view systems. For automated diagnosis of breast can-
cer [48], authors used the dataset from the UCI repository from
Irvine which consisted of 32 tumour features and 569 subjects
and applied a nested ensemble classifier system. The authors
compared two classifiers, Naive Bayes, and Bayes Net with the
help of cross-validation (K-fold). The accuracy of Bayes Net
was recorded as 95.25% which exceeded the accuracy of Naive
Bayes.

While the existing methodologies pose few gaps in the
research work and are limited in terms of their performance,
this paper proposes a model based on the Mamdani fuzzy rule-
based inference engine with a novel set of 27 fuzzy rules which
outperforms the previously used state-of-the-art methods. Fur-
ther, the accessibility of the model is enhanced with the help
of an extensible application. The application helps in provid-
ing an interface to the system where the user can easily get the
predicted output (Refer to Section 3.6).

3 PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

In the study, the following four procedures are considered
for detecting breast cancer: data acquisition and preprocessing,

construction of decision tree and analysis, knowledge base gen-
eration, and fuzzy expert system. Each of the steps is explained
for all intents and purposes in further sections. Figure 1 elabo-
rates the overview of the proposed Mamdani fuzzy rule-based
system (FRBS) for breast cancer classification.

3.1 Data acquisition and preprocessing

The Wisconsin Breast Cancer Dataset (WBCD) is used as the
standard dataset for developing the model rule base of the
fuzzy logic model. The dataset consisted of features which
are computed from a Fine Needle Aspirate (FNA) of a breast
mass along with the description of cell nuclei present in the
images. There were 699 instances present with a total of 32
attributes (ID, diagnosis and 30 real-valued input features of
the cell). The data was loaded in a pandas data frame and
all the null values were removed. A total of 32 unnecessary
columns and 16 missing values were removed from the data
frame.

3.2 Fuzzy linguistic variables

The dataset consists of nine different attributes. These nine
values are selected as the input to our FRBS, which is quite
significant. The crisp inputs are transformed into the linguis-
tic variables low, medium, and high according to their values.
The ranges of different linguistics are shown in Table 2, where
L stands for low, M shows medium, and H shows high linguistic
variables.
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6 VASHISHTHA ET AL.

FIGURE 1 Overview of the proposed fuzzy
rule-based system for breast cancer classification.

TABLE 2 Range of input linguistic variables.

Features

Fuzzy linguistic

variables Range

Marginal adhesion (MA) L, H 1–10

Bland chromatin (BC) L, H 1–10

Uniformity of cell shape (UCSh) L, H 1–10

Bare nuclei (BN) L, H 1–10

Clump thickness (CT) L, M, H 1–10

Uniformity of cell size (UCSi) L, H 1–10

Single epithelial cell size (SECS) L, H 1–10

Normal nucleoli (NN) L, M, H 1–10

Mitosis (MT) L, H 1–10

3.3 Decision tree

The decision tree, a machine learning model, is used to analyze
the creation of the rule base of the fuzzy expert system, which is
significant. It is achieved by using a tree-like structure in which
decisions are made at every node, for all intents and purposes.
Entropy can specifically be taken as a factor for the selection of
nodes of the trees. The formula for entropy is shown by Eq. (1),
where the probability of class i specifically is denoted by pi in
our WBCD dataset.

E (S ) =
c∑

i=1

−pi log 2pi (1)

In the WBCD dataset, we only have two classes, the malignant
class, and the benign class in a major way. Therefore, i here could
be either for all intents and purposes positive or negative, con-
trary to popular belief. Mathematically, the Information gained

for a set Y when split about basically attribute X mostly is writ-
ten as Eq. (2) in a big way. Information gain for the most part
is basically the difference of entropies of an attribute before
splitting and after splitting about the attribute X.

IG (Y,X) = E (Y)−E (Y∕X) (2)

Every attribute specifically is taken and split about its sort of
possible values particularly are performed and then its Informa-
tion gain is evaluated in a basically major way. The feature with
the maximum Information gain particularly is selected as the
node in a major way.

3.4 Knowledge base

The fuzzy knowledge base contains information about all the
input-output fuzzy relationships. It contains the membership
functions that define the input variables to the fuzzy rule base
and the output variables to the controlled plant.

3.4.1 Membership function

The Membership function really is also known as the degree of
the membership or in simple words, we can basically say that it
is the value of membership in which every element of a disclo-
sure X essentially is mapped to a range of 0–1. The membership
function literally helps us to particularly portray fuzzy sets in a
graphical form in a kind of major way. Within the very interval
of [0,1], the universe of discourse really is represented by the x-
axis whereas the degree of membership basically is represented
by the y-axis in a subtle way. In the proposed methodology, we
kind of have used two types of membership functions, that is,
Triangular MF and Trapezoidal MF which particularly is quite
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VASHISHTHA ET AL. 7

FIGURE 2 (a–j) Membership functions of (a)
marginal adhesion, (b) single epithelial cell size, (c)
normal nucleoli, (d) uniformity of cell shape, (e)
clump thickness, (f) bare nuclei, (g) bland
chromatin, (h) uniformity of cell size, (i) mitoses
and (j) output.

significant. A triangular membership function, µA, is generally
indicated by three boundaries {p, q, r}, similarly very trapezoidal
membership function, µB, particularly is determined by four
boundaries {a, b, c, d}, Eqs. (3) and (4) gives the formula for tri-
angular and trapezoidal membership function, respectively. The
membership functions corresponding to each input and output
are shown in Figure 2a–j. The input variables have triangular
membership functions (Figure 2a–i) and the output variable has
a trapezoidal membership function (Figure 2j).

𝜇A (x ) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

0, x ≤ p(
x − p

)
∕
(
r − p

)
, p < x ≤ r(

q − x
)
∕
(
q − r

)
, r < x < q

0, x ≥ q

(3)

𝜇B (x ) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

0, x ≤ a

(x − a) ∕ (b − a) , a ≤ x ≤ b

1

(d − x ) ∕ (d − c ) , c ≤ x ≤ d

0, d ≥ x

(4)

In this work, a total of nine fuzzy variables are fed as
input to the fuzzy rule-based system and one output is pre-
dicted. The nine inputs are assigned fuzzy sets: {Low, Medium
or High} according to their size. The output class has value
2 for benign and 4 for malignant. The description of all
the input and output variables along with their respective
Fuzzy Trapezoidal and Triangular numbers is depicted in
Table 3.

3.4.2 Rule base

One of the most important areas of application for fuzzy sets
and fuzzy logic is fuzzy rule-based systems. These systems,
which are an extension of conventional rule-based systems,
have been effectively applied to a wide range of issues in various
disciplines where ambiguity and vagueness exist in various ways.
One of the most important areas of application for fuzzy sets
and fuzzy logic is fuzzy rule-based systems. These systems,
which are an extension of conventional rule-based systems,
have been effectively applied to a wide range of issues in various
disciplines where ambiguity and vagueness exist in various
ways. A novel set of 27 fuzzy rules have been formulated in
the proposed fuzzy rule-based system. These rules have been
described in Table 4. For the given set of input features of
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8 VASHISHTHA ET AL.

TABLE 3 Description of fuzzy variables.

Fuzzy variables

Representation of

variables Fuzzy sets

Representation of

fuzzy numbers

Fuzzy triangular and

trapezoidal numbers

Clump thickness A1 Low A11 [−3.75 −0.417 2.04 3.11]

Medium A12 [2.09 2.96 4.9 5.91]

High A13 [5.023 6.1 10.9 14.3]

Uniformity of cell size A2 Low A21 [−3.75 −0.417 2.09 3.137]

High A22 [2.04 3.37 9.91 13.3]

Uniformity of cell shape A3 Low A31 [−3.75 −0.417 1.47 3.06]

High A32 [1.53 3.78 10.4 13.7]

Marginal adhesion A4 Low A41 [−3.75 −0.417 0.903 2.137]

High A42 [0.995 2.09 10.25 13.1]

Single epithelium cell size A5 Low A51 [−3.75 −0.417 1.89 3.08]

High A52 [1.97 3.125 10.4 13.8]

Bare nuclei A6 Low A61 [−3.75 −0.417 1.04 2.045]

High A62 [1.03 2.153 10.4 13.8]

Bland chromatin A7 Low A71 [−3.75 −0.417 0.903 2.06]

High A72 [1.01 2.137 10.4 13.8]

Normal nucleoli A8 Low A81 [−3.75 −0.417 1.97 3.063]

Medium A82 [1.94 2.97 4.04 5.023]

High A83 [4.07 5.008 10.1 13.4]

Mitosis A9 Low A91 [−3.75 −0.417 0.9491 1.95]

High A92 [1.01 1.998 10.4 13.8]

Output BC Class 2 BC1 [0.00231 0.5 0.9992]

Class 4 BC2 [0.5054 1 1.42]

a sample, each rule produces output as either the sample is
benign (not cancerous) or malignant (cancerous).

3.5 Fuzzy rule-based system

One of the most important areas of application for fuzzy sets
and fuzzy logic is fuzzy rule-based systems. These systems,
which are an extension of conventional rule-based systems,
have been effectively applied to a wide range of issues in var-
ious disciplines where ambiguity and vagueness exist in various
ways.

3.5.1 Fuzzification

Crisp quantities need to be changed into fuzzy quantities before
feeding into the inference engine. The fuzzification process
particularly is used to achieve this desired result. Fuzzification
uses membership functions defined for each of the most part
attributes to change the crisp values to non-deterministic
values. It translates all the accurate crisp input values into all
intents and purposes corresponding linguistic variables which
basically are represented by fuzzy sets, sort of contrary to
popular belief. Membership functions are applied to these mea-

surements which essentially helps in determining the degree of
membership, which is remarkable.

3.5.2 Inference engine

The inference engine can deduce new knowledge by apply-
ing logical rules to the knowledge base, which is significant.
The logic used by inference engines can be typically repre-
sented as IF–THEN rules in a major way. Mamdani method also
known as the max-min method is used. In this system, the infer-
ence engine takes the fuzzy input generated after fuzzification
and converts them into aggregated membership functions. The
conversion takes place by combining the output membership
functions with the rule strengths.

3.5.3 Defuzzification

Defuzzification is a process in which we explicitly convert a
fuzzified output into a single crisp value that is more precise
than the fuzzy quantity. There are five techniques of defuzzi-
fication: bisector, smallest of maximum, largest of maximum,
middle of maximum, and centroid. Centroid defuzzification is
a commonly utilized strategy where the crisp value of yield is
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VASHISHTHA ET AL. 9

TABLE 4 Rule base for the proposed expert system.

S. no Fuzzy rules

1. If (uniformity_cell_shape is low) and (bare_nuclei is low) and
(normal_nucleoli is low) and (mitosis is low) then (Output is
Class_2)

2. If (clump_thickness is low) and (uniformity_cell_shape is low) and
(bare_nuclei is low) and (normal_nucleoli is low) and (mitosis is
high) then (Output is Class_2)

3. If (clump_thickness is medium) and (uniformity_cell_shape is low)
and (bare_nuclei is low) and (normal_nucleoli is low) and (mitosis
is high) then (Output is Class_2)

4. If (clump_thickness is high) and (uniformity_cell_shape is low) and
(bare_nuclei is low) and (normal_nucleoli is low) and (mitosis is
high) then (Output is Class_4)

5. If (clump_thickness is low) and (uniformity_cell_shape is low) and
(bare_nuclei is high) and (bland_chromatin is low) and
(normal_nucleoli is low) then (Output is Class_2)

6. If (clump_thickness is medium) and (uniformity_cell_shape is low)
and (bare_nuclei is high) and (bland_chromatin is low) and
(normal_nucleoli is low) then (Output is Class_2)

7. If (clump_thickness is medium) and (uniformity_cell_shape is low)
and (bare_nuclei is high) and (bland_chromatin is high) and
(normal_nucleoli is low) then (Output is Class_4)

8. If (clump_thickness is high) and (uniformity_cell_shape is low) and
(bare_nuclei is high) and (normal_nucleoli is low) then (Output is
Class_4)

9. If (clump_thickness is low) and (uniformity_cell_size is high) and
(uniformity_cell_shape is low) and (normal_nucleoli is medium)
then (Output is Class_4)

10. If (clump_thickness is medium) and (uniformity_cell_size is high) and
(uniformity_cell_shape is low) and (normal_nucleoli is medium)
then (Output is Class_4)

11. If (clump_thickness is medium) and (uniformity_cell_size is high) and
(uniformity_cell_shape is low) and (normal_nucleoli is high) then
(Output is Class_4)

12. If (clump_thickness is low) and (uniformity_cell_size is high) and
(uniformity_cell_shape is low) and (normal_nucleoli is high) then
(Output is Class_4)

13. If (clump_thickness is high) and (uniformity_cell_shape is low) and
(normal_nucleoli is medium) then (Output is Class_4)

14. If (clump_thickness is high) and (uniformity_cell_shape is low) and
(normal_nucleoli is high) then (Output is Class_4)

15. If (clump_thickness is low) and (uniformity_cell_size is low) and
(uniformity_cell_shape is high) and (bare_nuclei is low) and
(normal_nucleoli is low) then (Output is Class_2)

16. If (clump_thickness is low) and (uniformity_cell_size is low) and
(uniformity_cell_shape is high) and (bare_nuclei is low) and
(normal_nucleoli is medium) then (Output is Class_2)

17. If (clump_thickness is medium) and (uniformity_cell_size is low) and
(uniformity_cell_shape is high) and (bare_nuclei is low) and
(normal_nucleoli is medium) then (Output is Class_2)

18. If (clump_thickness is medium) and (uniformity_cell_size is low) and
(uniformity_cell_shape is high) and (bare_nuclei is low) and
(normal_nucleoli is low) then (Output is Class_2)

19. If (clump_thickness is low) and (uniformity_cell_size is low) and
(uniformity_cell_shape is high) and (bare_nuclei is low) and
(normal_nucleoli is high) then (Output is Class_4)

(Continues)

TABLE 4 (Continued)

S. no Fuzzy rules

20. If (clump_thickness is medium) and (uniformity_cell_size is low) and
(uniformity_cell_shape is high) and (bare_nuclei is low) and
(normal_nucleoli is high) then (Output is Class_4)

21. If (clump_thickness is high) and (uniformity_cell_size is low) and
(uniformity_cell_shape is high) and (bare_nuclei is low) then
(Output is Class_4)

22. If (uniformity_cell_size is low) and (uniformity_cell_shape is high)
and (bare_nuclei is high) then (Output is Class_4)

23. If (uniformity_cell_size is high) and (uniformity_cell_shape is high)
then (Output is Class_4)

24. If (clump_thickness is low) and (uniformity_cell_size is low) and
(uniformity_cell_shape is low) and (normal_nucleoli is medium)
then (Output is Class_2)

25. If (clump_thickness is low) and (uniformity_cell_size is low) and
(uniformity_cell_shape is low) and (normal_nucleoli is high) then
(Output is Class_2)

26. If (clump_thickness is medium) and (uniformity_cell_size is low) and
(uniformity_cell_shape is low) and (normal_nucleoli is medium)
then (Output is Class_4)

27. If (clump_thickness is medium) and (uniformity_cell_size is low) and
(uniformity_cell_shape is low) and (normal_nucleoli is high) then
(Output is Class_4)

produced by figuring the COG of the fuzzified yield. Equa-
tion (5) depicts the formula used for centroid defuzzification,
where µA(z) is aggregated membership function, z is the output
variable obtained from the inference engine of FRBS. ZCOG is
crisp fuzzy output obtained after centroid defuzzification. This
can also be treated as a fuzzy score. The required predictions
can specifically be made using this fuzzy score. Basically, the
best classification threshold that came out, for the most part,
is 0.8.

ZCOG =
∫z 𝜇A

(
z
)
.zdz

∫z 𝜇A
(
z
)

dz
(5)

3.6 GUI-based application

The accessibility of the model is enhanced with the help of
an extensible application. The application helps in providing
an interface to the system where the user can easily get the
predicted output. For this, a python application based on the
Tkinter GUI framework is developed which have all the compo-
nents needed to provide the inputs and get the desired output.
The application has two sections. The first section is designed
to take input from the diagnostic values. There are nine fields
on the input screen. These values are taken from the user and
then processed in the Fuzzy Inference System Modelling pro-
vided by MATLAB. We have chosen the Type 2 Mamdani Fuzzy
inference system to meet the purpose. The second section of
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10 VASHISHTHA ET AL.

FIGURE 3 (a) Interface of the application with the generated output. (b) Evaluation of output for some samples of dataset.

the screen provides the output of the prediction where a plot of
the values is shown with the associated predicted class. It also
reflects the final result and tells whether the patient is at high
risk or at low risk of having breast cancer. Figure 3a depicts the
interface of the application with the generated output. Figure 3b
represents the evaluation of output for some samples of the
dataset using the proposed system. Algorithm 1 describes the
steps to perform breast cancer classification by deploying a
Mamdani fuzzy rule-based inference engine for fuzzification of
input features of breast cancer samples. The algorithm produces
an output which depicts whether the given sample is benign (not
cancerous) or malignant (cancerous).

4 EXPERIMENTAL WORK

In this section, we have discussed the dataset (WBCD) that
is being used. After that, it follows with Model execution,
Performance Metrics and evaluation.

4.1 Dataset description

The dataset contemplated for this research precisely is the
Wisconsin Breast Cancer Dataset (WBCD) of the diagnos-
tic category. It is openly made available by Dr. William H.
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VASHISHTHA ET AL. 11

ALGORITHM 1 Fuzzy rule-based system for breast cancer classification.

Input : Input fuzzy set for A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, A7, A8 and A9

Output : Output fuzzy set for BC

Method

Begin

Step 1: Input the crisp values for A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, A7, A8, and A9

Step 2: Set the membership functions for the fuzzy number with the
equation.

Step 3: Build the fuzzy numbers for A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, A7 and A8
for input set

Step 3.1: Build the fuzzy number for BC for the output set.

Step 4: Fuzzy inference is executed by Mamdani’s method.

Step 4.1: Input the rule as {Rule 1,2…k}

Step 4.2: Matching the degree of rule with OR fuzzy disjunction is
calculated for the fuzzy input set.

Step 5: Defuzzify into the crisp values using the centroid method

Step 6: Present the knowledge in the form of human natural language.

End

TABLE 5 Instance information.

Total no. of

instances

Missing

instances

After

clearance

699 16 683

Wolberga, a specialist at the University of Wisconsin Hospital
in Madison, Wisconsin, USA. The construction of the dataset is
based on the fluid samples particularly the solid breast masses
of the patients. Xcyt (a graphical computer program) is basically
employed might examine the cytological features based on the
digital scan, contrary to popular belief.

There are distinctly 16 missing instances in the dataset, which
are bare nuclei of 16 distinct occurrences. The example with
missing attributes was taken out and the rest 683 occurrences
were utilized in the investigation.

The dataset consists of ten attributes including one target
attribute. Each of the nine components is assessed on a size of
1–10, where 1 is the nearest to benign and 10 is nearest to malig-
nant. The factual investigation demonstrated that the given nine
qualities vary fundamentally among the benign and malignant
examples. The output class has a value 2 for benign and 4 for
malignant.

4.2 Model execution

Our model consists of four major steps, that is, Data Cleaning,
Initial Stage, Knowledge Base and Fuzzy Expert System. Con-
sidering the first stage (Data Cleaning) we chose WBCD dataset
for breast cancer, the dataset after cleaning consists of 65%
benign samples and 35% malignant samples shown in Table 5,
contrary to popular belief.

FIGURE 4 Confusion matrix.

The next stage (Initial Stage) consists of mainly two pro-
cedures: (a) Division of each attribute of the raw dataset into
Linguistic Variables; (b) creation of a Decision Tree.

The third stage (Knowledge Base) also consists of two
major parts: (a) Membership Functions, which are shown in
Figure 2a–j; (b) Rule Base, the expert system specifically uses
27 fuzzy rules for evaluation purposes.

The last step (Fuzzy Expert System) is the most impor-
tant phase of the model. It consists of three procedures: (a)
Fuzzification of the crisp input, (b) Inference Engine contain-
ing Mamdani’s Method and (c) Defuzzification to finally give
a Fuzzy score that gives the result of whether the input was
Benign or Malignant case in the range of 1–10.

4.3 Performance metrics

A confusion matrix is a table that is frequently used to por-
tray the performance of a characterization model on a bunch of
test information for which the genuine qualities are known. The
matrix is proof of the accuracy and efficiency of the whole sys-
tem. The confusion matrix for our system is shown in Figure 4.
The proposed FRBS for breast cancer classification achieved an
accuracy of 97.22%. The F1 score is calculated to a 96% value
based on the average input of the dataset and rules applied over
them for all targets and goals in a major way. The corresponding
recall and precision values are 0.9296 and 0.9958.

The ROC curve otherwise called the receiver operating char-
acteristic curve is a diagram that gives the presentation of a
grouping model at all classification thresholds. It is actually
arranged between a true positive rate and a false positive rate,
which really is quite significant. ROC for this study is given in
Figure 5. The dotted sort of green line in Figure 5 represents
the points where true-positive rates are fairly equal to false-
positive rates. Any point on this line implies that the extent of
accurately classified specifically is equivalent to the extent of the
erroneously classified examples. The best classification accuracy
was achieved at a threshold of 0.8, which is shown in the curve
itself in a subtle way.

To test the generalizability of the trained model, 10 cross-
validations are performed to evaluate the performance of the
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12 VASHISHTHA ET AL.

FIGURE 5 ROC curve for the proposed method gave a threshold of 0.8.

TABLE 6 10 cross-validation accuracies.

Cross

validation no.

Prediction

accuracy

1 97.24%

2 95.24%

3 97.25%

4 98.29%

5 97.26%

6 98.41%

7 98.56%

8 97.25%

9 96.43%

10 96.29%

Average score 97.22% (±1.05%)

trained model. The dataset is split for K = 10 groups (10 is cho-
sen to reduce the bias and a modest variance in the technique)
in which the dataset is randomly shuffled and divided into a
unique set which contains one validation set and the remain-
ing K − 1 is the times that the model is trained again. This way,
we collected 10 different prediction accuracies as summarized in
Table 6. The minima of the observations is 95.24% and the max-
ima is 98.56%. The average observation among the obtained
accuracies is 97.22%. This shows the overall performance of the
proposed model which can be tested on an unseen dataset.

4.4 Comparative evaluation

In this section comparison of our proposed fuzzy rule-based
approach for breast cancer detection with six state-of-the-art
methods is described. In the study conducted by Janghel et al.
[29], they depicted accuracies for three different techniques
in the following order: Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ)
had 95.82%, Competitive Neural Network (CL) had 74.48
and Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) had 51.88%. On the other
hand, the proposed Fuzzy Rule-Based System has shown a

TABLE 7 Comparative analysis of state-of-the-art breast cancer
classification.

Recall Precision

F1

score

Accuracy

(%)

LS SVM (Polat and Günes,
[16])

0.9773 0.9699 0.9736 96.59

MLP ANN [29] 0.7582 0.7500 0.7541 62.34

LVQ ANN [29] 0.9888 0.9565 0.9724 95.82

Fuzzy logic [26] - - - 93.2

ANN [34] 0.8115 0.8684 0.8390 84.74

KNN (Jayanthi et al., [18]) 0.9523 0.989 0.9754 96.49

Fuzzy Rule Based System 0.9958 0.9297 0.9616 97.22

FIGURE 6 Recall, precision and F1 score comparison graph.

significantly better accuracy on the same dataset, yielding an
accuracy of 97%. Comparing the recall of the two studies, the
previous study shows recall values for the models as follows:
LVQ had 98.87%, CL had 79% and MLP had 75.82%. While
the proposed FRBS has achieved a sort of higher recall value of
0.9958 than the previous studies.

A higher value of the recall parameter ensures that the model
will predict fewer false negative instances lowering the risk of
life threat to patients. A study that used LS-SVM as a classifi-
cation method has shown an accuracy of 97.08% with a recall
of 98.87% (Polat and Günes, [16]) in a tenuous way. The cur-
rent study performed better under similar environments, which
is quite significant.

Another study [26] utilized the same dataset with a simi-
lar approach of fuzzy rule-based reasoning method yielded an
accuracy of 93.2% while the current research has depicted 97%
of accuracy. Wang et al., [34] developed a breast cancer detec-
tion system using an extreme learning machine based on feature
fusion with CNN deep features, the system achieved a low accu-
racy of 84.74% compared to our proposed system. Comparative
analysis of state-of-the-art breast cancer classification on differ-
ent parameters from different research mostly has been shown
in the following Table 7 and Figures 6 and 7.

In the Figure 6 comparison curve, we can see that MLP ANN
[29] model has a very low value of specificity which means it will
have a high false-positive rate. In simpler words, surely more
people who for the most part do not have malignant breast can-
cer are erroneously classified as positive breast cancer, so that
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VASHISHTHA ET AL. 13

FIGURE 7 Accuracy comparison graph.

model is not so perfect for classifying breast cancer as it also
has low accuracy. It can be observed in Figure 7, the proposed
FRBS shows the best results in comparison with the other
model parameters and overcomes the problem of low speci-
ficity and fairly low accuracy problems, which particularly makes
the model fit for predicting breast cancer in a basically crucial
way.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this research study, a Fuzzy Rule-Based System for the detec-
tion of early-stage breast cancer has been proposed. WBCD
dataset from the UCI repository was utilized for examining the
propounded expert system. The Mamdani method is selected
as a fuzzy inference system (FIS) because: (i) It is easy to
implement on a wider aspect of problems; (ii) it is more suitable
for human inputs. The devised system implemented can be
particularly used for the detection of breast cancer without
undergoing a clinical trial in a big way. It can make the process
of detection of diseases easier and more accurate. The proposed
FRBS for breast cancer classification achieved an accuracy of
97.22%, recall is 0.9296, precision is 0.9958 and F1 score is
96%. Higher recall value for the most part will ensure fewer
false negative instances which in turn lower the risk of life
threats in a major way. The use of a machine learning model-
decision tree for creating a novel set of 27 rules for FRBS has
boosted the performance of the system. Comparative analysis
of the proposed system with other state-of-the-art reveals that
the proposed FRBS has achieved higher accuracy, precision,
recall and F1-score among all methods.

This system can be transformed into a cloud-based service
that can be made available to medical practitioners to easily
access and execute the detection process without any delays.
Thus, in our further examination, we intend to increase the
learning of the system by expanding the dataset by including
other medical organizations. In the future, Deep learning
models like CNN can also be used for enhancing the results
and making the system more accurate and reliable. Moreover,
in medical research, there are additional biomarkers identified
which can open opportunities to detect breast cancer more
appropriately. It can be done by checking the level of expres-
sions of various proteins like ER, Ki67, PR and HR2 or via

various molecules like exosomes. To accommodate the markers,
the proposed system can be appended with multiple fuzzy
logic architectures as the system can become non-linear by
introducing supplementary parameters.
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